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INVESTIGATION OF FAILURE OF WOLF RIVER BAKK AND 
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATE WALL ALIGNMEIT 

Failure of Bank 

·l. The left bank ot Wolf River between sta 37+55 and 42+4o 
failed 12-17 May 1955 during construction of the 1-B section of tlood
we.11 along Wolf River. The wall had been essentially COztlPleted from 
the south end of Section l~B- to- the- north- s'11le- ot the- Jones- &- Laughiin

fabrication plant. Excavation tor the base of the wall had been made 
from the Jones & Laughlin plant to about sta 42+401 the steel sheet 
Piling had been driven, monolith )_3 had been completed, the base for 
monolith 2_4 had been poured, and precast concrete piling tor monoliths 
55 through 58 were being driven at the time the failure was noted, 
the afternoon of 12 May, when· several cracks were seen riverward of 
the sheet pile wall as shown 1n photograph l. Pile driving operations 
were stopped when failure of the bank was noted. Measurements made on 
hubs placed at about the mid-height of the bank on 13 May indicated 
that a maximum horizontal movement of 26.5 in. riverwe.rd had occurred 
by 17 May. About 3 to 6 in. more· movement has occurred since that 
time and it is believed that the slide is still active. The sheet 
Pile wall was observed to have moved·riverward a maximum of 12 in. 
1n the reach where the concrete piles had been driven; no movement 
ot the sheet pile wall has occurred upstream of the monoliths for 
which bearing piling have been driven. The top of the barik had moved 
downward about 6 to 12 in. by 17 May. Pictures of the area taken on 
16 Ma:/ are shown on photograph 1.. A plan of the area is shown on 
Plate 1. 

2. Information obtained since failure of the bank has revealed 
that the reach ot bank along the area of failure apparently has been 
sliding riverward for many years. Evidence of this is also indicated 
by the slope ot ver.; old piles driven near the toe of the bank 
which are exposed at low river stages. These piles slope riverward 
at an angle of approximately 50 degrees to the vertical, presumably 
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as a result of the bank having slid after these piles were driven; the 
Piles apparently had been pushed r1verward prior to the recent bank 
movement. A picture of these piles is shown in photograph l. 

3. In the initial study of the foundation conditions at Section 
1-B,, the existing l on 3 (or flatter) slopes were assumed to be stable 
because of the similarity in shear test results for the foundation 
materials to those of Section l-A where analyses indicated steeper 
(l on 2.5) slopes had adequate stability. Test results obtained by 

the Memphis District for this original study are shown on the logs ot 
borings on plate 2. 

Cause of Failure 

4. It is believed the failure of the river bank can be attrib
uted largely to: (a) placing the material excavated for the base ot 
the wall at the top of the bank; (b) storing two and three layers of 
16-in.-sq precast concrete piles on top of the excavated material; 
and (c) the weakness of the soil comprising the river bank. Other 
possible contributory causes were a rapidly falling river stage from 

. '2.20 l~l 
banktull at about elev :l!Q to elev .s., and the vibratory and displace-
ment effect of driving the concrete-piles. 

5. The stored piles and waste excavation soil were removed 
from the top of bank riverward of the sheet pile wall after the fail
ure, to lessen the chance of further movement. 

. E?mloratiOI? 

.6. In order to determine the location ot the failure zone and 
to obtain undisturbed samples of the foundation me.~erials for labora
tory testing, two undisturbed sample borings,, F·l and F-21 were made 
at sta 38+75 and 41+26,·75 tt and.55 ft riverward of the centerline ot 
the proposed wall, respectively. It was also decided to dig a test 
Pit at sta 4o+oo, 15 ft riverward of the existing sheet pile wall,, to 
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observe the failure zone and to obtain undisturbed box samples of the 
material above, in, and below the disturbed area. The digging of the 
test pit was not successful and it was abandoned after it had been 
excavated to elev 196. In lieu of completing the pit another undis
turbed. boring, F-3 1 in which continuous sampling was done, was made at 
sta 39+82. The correct orientation of the samples from this boring was 
marked on the samples so that they could be split in a plane perpendicu
lar to the river ban-k to- make- it easier- to- detect any- plane- or- zone- or-
sliding. Visual examination of sliced undisturbed samples from borings 
F-1, -2, and -3 showed the zone of failure in the area of these borings 
to be: 

Boring 

F-1 
F-2 
F-3 

:1 
Elevation of Failure Zone 

175·5 to 179·5 
· 178.0 to 172.5 -

188. 5 to 181.0 

Pictures ot sliced samples from these borings are shown in photographs 
2 through 4 and logs of the borings are shown on plate 2. 

Laboratory Testa 

7. Direct and triaxial shear tests were performed on undisturbed 
samples of borings F-1 and F-2. Direct shear tests were performed on 
undisturbed and remolded samples ot boring F-3· Results of the labora
tory tests are given in table 1 and are shown to the left ot the loge 
Of borings on plate 2. The shear teat results indicate the foundation 
soils, particularly the relatively high water content fat clays, 
have an average strength of about 500 lb per sq tt. The boring logs 
show the foundation to be considerably more stratified than previous 
borings· indicated and also show clays with considerably higher water 
contents. Considerable variation in the shear strength of the soils 
is apparent from the laboratory tests. 



Anal.ysis of Slide Area 

8. Analyses of the slope as it was at time of failure were per
tormed assuming a factor of safety of l.O. These analyses indicated 
that the bank had an average strength of 500 lb per sq ft, which checks 
the average results of the laboratory shear tests. (It is of interest 
that the results of the pile testing program performed in June 1950 . 
indicated an average strength of about 470 lb per· sq ft.Y An average 
section of the bank at time of failure is shown on plate 3 together 
with the critical failure arc and the basic assumptions used in com
puting the shearing strength of the foundation materials. It may be 
seen that the computed failure arc coincides closely with the observed 
failure zone. 

9. On the basis of' the above analyses and results from the 
laboratory tests on samples from borings F-1, -2, and -31 stability 
analyses were made to determine what remedial measures would be re
quired to stabilize the bank so that the wall can be built safely along 
the alignment presently proposed. In view of the past history of 
riverward creep of the bank, it is felt the minimum acceptable factor 
ot safety should be 1.35. The section of the bank is shown on plate 4 
With critical arcs, length of required berms, and basic assumptions 
used in the analyses. The berm should extend from sta 37+50 to 42+50 
with 1 on.3 slopes at each end. It may be noted that the riverside 
road has a large effect on tae stability of the bank. - The relationship 
between the cross-sectional area of the road and width of required 
berm is shown on plate 5. The relationship between required width ot 
berm and the factor of safety for both the 15- and 25-ft riverside 
road is· shown on plate 6. Even though the larger berm (see plate 4) 
Will give a sufficient factor of safety for the over-all bank with the 
25-ft road at elev 226, the factor.of safety against a slide in the 
upper portion ot the bank is only 1.19. 



10~ The berm shown on plate 4 was not designed to provide a 
higher factor of safety for the 25-ft road at elev 226 because to have 
done so would have required a berm of such dimensions as to be imprac
ticable. 
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11, Because of the natural high water table in the bank, even 
during low river stages, it is considered that the berm should be built 
of free-draining sand so as not to block natural drainage from the 
bank. A 3-ft blanket of cohesive soil over the top of the berm is 
recommended to minimize erosion. The lower l on 3 slope of the sand 
berm should be protected with a gravel blanket.and articulated concrete --- ~ . ' . . 

mat to protect the toe of the berm from scour. The berm toe has a 
height of approximately 29.ft and has an estimated factor of safety of 
about 1,45. 

Construction Considerations 

12. To complete construction of the 1-B floodwall on its present 
alignment, the sequence and nature of field procedures should be 
closely controlled so as to minimize the danger of further bank move
ment •. Following is a recommended construction procedure together with 
a discussion of the reasons for the recommendations. 

a. Construct berm as shown on plate 4 and grade portion of 
~k__above :proposed berm to conform with section shown. 
Grading of bank and construction of berm nay be done 
concurrently to take advantage of the present low water~ 

b. Prebore 12- or 14-in. holes for.concrete bearing piles 
down to water table. It is believed that preboring will 
reduce displacement of the existing sheet pile wall 
riverward when the bearing piles are driven. The pre
bored holes should pe drilled immediately preceding the 
driving of the bearing piles, to minimize caving or col
lapsing of the holes as a result of driving operations. 
If experience shows that the sides of the holes cave, 
especially those for batter piles, prior to driving 
piles, no more holes should be prebored because such 
caving would probably result in the creation of voids 
under the completed structure. 
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c. Drive concrete bearing piles riverward from the landside. 
In the event driving the concrete piles in prebored 
holes is not feasible as discussed above, past experi
ences indicate that driving the piles without preboring 
will in all likelihood move the sheet pile wall riverward 
10 to 12 in. This may well result in breaking some of · 
the interlocks and cathodic protection welds.· Further, 
it would be necessary to widen the base of the wall to 
tie into the displaced sheet piling. It might also 
activate a slide in the upper part of the bank even 
though the berm has been constructed·. Therefor_e_,_ if_ the_ 
concrete bearing piles are driven without preboring and 
significant movement of the sheet pile wall results, it 
is recommended that driving operations be stopped and the 
sheet piling be pulled. After the concrete piles are 
driven the sheet pile wall should be replaced• 

d. Construct wall. 

e. Limit roadwav landward of the wall to a maximum width of 
20 ft at elev 223. This would place the road so that it 
would not be covered by high water until the river stage 
exceeds about 39 on the Memphis gage, which will occur 
rather infrequently. 

Alternate Align~t of Wall 

'· 13. An alternate landward alignment of the wall has been proposed 
and investigated in the ·event remedial measures for the presently pro
posed alignment Pl'OVe too costly or otherwise not favorable. This 
alternate alignment and the location of general sample borings made 
along it are shown in plan on plate 1. The logs of these borings, R-1··~. 

through R-4, are shown on plate 7. The borings show that the founda..: 
tion along this line consists primarily of man-made fill and debris 
varying in depth from 2 ft to 24 ft. An I-type wall with a toe as 
shown on plate 8 is proposed for this location. The penetration of 
the steel piling required for stability has been computed to be 
approximately 24 ft; a 26-ft sheet pile wall would be required to cut 
off the deepest debris (see plate 7). In the event the wall is re
located, several additional auger.borings should be made to determine 
the depth of the debris more accurately. 
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14. Approximately 8 ft of the debris along and landward of the · 
wall should be removed and refilled with compacted random material to 
prevent excessive deflections of the wall. 

Recommendations 

15. It is recommended that the subject section of wall be 
relocated because of the inherent instability of the bank and I>_artial 
blockage ot Wolf River by the required stability berm. 

16. It the wall cannot be constructed on the alternate alignment 
because of other considerations, it is recommended that construction 
ot the wall on the present alignment follow the sequence and procedures 
given in paragraph 12,.above. 
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SAMPLE 12 
ELEV 184,5 

TO ISL 5 

SAMPLE 22 
ELEV 166.5 

TO 169.0 

SAMPLE 16 
ELEV 178.0 
TO 175.5 

SAMPLE 24 
ELEV 165.5 

ro HJ3 .o 

SAMPLE !8 
ELEV 175.0 

TO 172.5 

WOLF RI VER FLOODWALL 
SECTION 1.8 

UNDISTURBED BORING F·I 

SAMPLE 20 
ELEV 172.0 

TO 169,5 

5AMPL.f: 26 

ELEV 160.0 

TO lf;2.5 
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SM.If"!..£ 22 
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SAMPLE 26 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 
SECTION 1-8 
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ELEV 179.(l 
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ELEV 167.6 
TO l f.5. 1 
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SAMPLE 5 
ELEV 182,3 
TO 181 ,0 

SAMPLE 6 
ELEV 181.0 
TO 178,8 

SAMPLE 7 
ELEV 178,8 
TO t76.6 

WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 
SECTION t • B 

UNDISTURBED BORING F·3 

ELEV 185.3 
TO 183.9 

SAMPLE 8 
ELEV 176. 6 
TO 174.4 
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NOTES: 

I. BORINGS F-1, F-2, AND F-3 ARE UNDISTURBED BORINGS 
AND WERE MADE BY MEMPHIS DISTRICT IN JUNE AND 
JULY 1955. 

2. BORINGS R-1 THROUGH R-4 ARE GENERAL SAMPLE BORINGS 
AND WERE MADE BY MEMPHIS DISTRICT IN JUNE 1955. 

3. NOTES FOR OTHER BORINGS SHONN ON PLATE 2. 

4. NUMBERS SHOWN ON WALL OUTLINE ARE MONOLITH 
NUMBERS. 
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NOTE: 

LEGEND . 
LMVD CLASSl.FICATION(BEFORE 1952) 

CLAY 

SILTY CLAY 

CLAY SILT 

.. , 
:•: CINOERS .. 
\\ WOOD 
\\ 

ORG ORGANIC MATTER 

: ' SILTY SAND 

:: 

ii· 
SANDY SILT 

FILL NOT DESCRIBED 

"·o BRICK,BROKEN ROCK, 
:• SLAG OR GRAVEL o• 

*LEGEND--
ocE CLASSFICATION 

~FAT CLAY 

0LEAN CLAY 

S SANDY 
SS SANO STRATA 

OR L!NSES 

[Il] SILT 

ICINDERS 

CS · CLAY STRATA OR LENSES 
SIS SILT STRATA OR LENSES 
RW ROTTEN WOOD 

ALL BORINGS MADE BY MEMPHIS DISTRICT. 
BORINGS F-1, F-2, AND F-3 WERE MADE IN JUNE-JULY 1955 

WITH AUGER AND 5-IN. SAMPLER AND TESTED AND CLASSIFIED 
IN WES LABORATORY . 

"1-C" BORINGS WERE MADE IN APRIL 1950 WITH AUGER 
BAILER AND MIT SAMPLER. 

BORINGS I-A, t-N, 57, 92, AND 74 WERE MADE IN JULY 11154 
WITH AUGER AND 3·1N. TUBE SAMPLER AND CLASSIFIED BY WES 
LABORATORY. ALL OTHER "I" BORINGS MADE IN AUG-SEPT 111311 
WITH AUGER AND MIT SAMPLER. 

FIGURES TO LEFT OF BORINGS ARE NATURAL WATER CONTENTS. 
FIGURES TO THE RIGHT OF BORINGS ARE SHEAR STRENGTHS OF 
UNDISTURBED SAMPLES. VALUES ARE· FROM CONSOLIDATED 
UNDRAINED TESTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.(COHESION"C" IN'TISQ Fi) 

BORINGS OFF LINE OF WALL ARE INDICATED BY BROKEN 
OUTLINE. 

WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 
SECTION 1-B 

LOGS OF BORINGS IN 
BANK FAILURE ZONE 

PLATE 2 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 

SECTION 1-B 

SECTION OF BANK AT 
TIME OF FAILURE 
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PLATE 3 
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ASSUMPTIONS 
Dr/ve 
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1. All ear/h ohove WJ' = 115 pcf 
?..All ear/h below WJ = .52.Spcf' 

Re.s /.s lance 

50 

All eor/h f;e/ow WT= 5Z.5 pc!' 

1#0 70 80 ~o 

F-2 

F-1 

Distance in Feet f'rom Cf.. or Wall 
100 110 1eo 130 ttto 150 !GO 170 180 '2.00 '2!0 '2'20 '2'30 21+0 ' 250 2GO 

15-FI R.ood (Crown El 2Zo.O) '25-FI Rood (Crown £/ :2'2<P.O) 
Arc I F.S.= 1.39 F..J. = 1.19 
Arc 8 F.J.=l.35 (77-fl bum) F.J. = /. 35 (100-fl berm) 

I 
100-f/ bum !'or 25 ·fl rood 

77-f'lherm !'or 15-f/rood 

lo lz · · I- · ""' · ·· 
-..f£&_.si've ,e El ZOO 31. J'/ope 1 I £/ /98. 7 . El I 

-----~c/..Q_ni_Mo eriol -:s:=:;:-~----... 98 ----- , . ......,........_ ~ -r- ----------~-
~ -- Ar/t'cu!alrt.d mal on he rm .r/ope 

V' ero J'ond Berm 

Nole: 
For .Jheor /e.rl re.Ju!/.; and 

le,gend, .Jee /ogJ of bor/ng.s. 
Waler fable Jhown wo.1 delerm/ned 

f'rom p/ez.omelerJ irulct!!ed in /he 
. f'otlure zone. 

Bollom of J/eel .the el p///ng //ories f'rom 
dev 203/o195 wt!h1n /he l'o'1vre zone. 

WOLF 12/VE.Q 

I : G'l. 1 (loo' herm) 

WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 
SECTION 1-B 

STABILITY ANALYSES AND 
BERMS FOR BANK 

•• 

PLATE 4 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 

SfCTION 1-B 

ARC B 
BERM WIDTH VS ROADWAY 

SECTIONAL AREA 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 
SECTION 1-B 

ARC B 

70 FACTOR OF SAFETY VS 
BERM WIDTH 

WITH 15-AND 2 5- FT ROADS 
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NOTE: 
WATER CONTENTS ARE SHOWN ON 

LEFT OF BORINGS. 
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GENERAL SAMPLE BORINGS MADE WITH 
AUGER AND 3 -IN. SAMPLING TUBE. 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 

SECTION 1-B 
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WOLF RIVER FLOODWALL 

SECTION 1-8 

ALTERNATE WALL SECTION 

PLATE 8 


